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Seeing ourselves as others see us
would probably confirm our worst
suspicions about them.
-Franklin P. Adams

Dining Hall Tray
Strike Finally
Resolved
By Colleen Best ~Guest Writer

With great relief to students
and dining hall employees
alike, the trays have finally returned to work after a weeklong strike during dinner hours
starting last Monday.
The Daily Bull managed to land
an interview with a member
of the DSPCU (Dining Services
Plate Carrier’s Union) who
asked to be referred to only
as “Cornelius” because he was
not authorized to speak on
the subject.
“It’s pretty bad here,” he said,
“and personally, I’m not satisfied at all with the new terms,
but I guess the higher-ups
know what they’re doing.”
First of all, Cornelius gave us
the lowdown on the hiring
practices.
“Entirely discriminatory,” he
said. “Ever notice how you
grab for a tray, and it’s usually
one of the whites or blues?
Not by chance at all! Dining
Services wants to maintain
...see Tray-ning on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like April blizzards!

The Tech Effect
By Olivia Zajac ~ Daily Bull

Everyone on campus has heard of the
Tech Effect, but it seems to have taken a
turn for the worst. Since it normally just
lowers the male student’s standards on
women from ‘average’ to ‘well, it has a
vagina’, this new development is quite
a shock. It seems
that the Tech Effect
is slowly turning
the males’ mentalities into those
of women. The
reasons are yet unknown, but many
women have
been outspoken
about their distaste.

One fish biologist had this to say: “The
men up here just need to grow some
balls. I don’t want a guy to be all concerned about whether or not we’re in
a relationship. They’re way over-thinking
everything and reading too far into stuff
when you blatantly
state that you don’t
want a relationship.
Then they just say
they ’re falling for
you. Get over it.
I just wanna fool
around.”

Others, a little less
extreme, had the
general consensus
Be like this man, men, to get the ladies. that the male stuThis writer has recently seen on campus dents are just so desperate for a girl, that
a rather disturbing scene that must be they immediately cling to the first one
related to this new strain of Tech Effect; that shows any interest, and then their
guys clinging onto any single girl they brain waves start to synch up with this
see. Literally. There were girls with guys chosen girl, and they themselves start to
attached to their arms, legs, getting a think like a woman. The only issue? “If I
piggy-back ride; one even managed wanted to date a girl, I would just date
to wrap himself around a girls head. a girl. I want a man!” the fish biologist
The only way I managed to keep these shouted. “Why don’t they get that?”
silly boys away was by loudly declaring
that “this one awesome guy wants to Research is currently being conducted,
call me”. Immediately, a 10-ft diameter and it seems that it is very much poscleared around me. I had become invis- sible that beef tips could be to blame.
ible to these desperate men.
“They’re pretty unnatural in and of
themselves, so it only makes sense that
...see Manly Advice... on back

Did YOU find anything interesting under
the snow? I found my girlfriend
from last semester...

The Steaming Pile

Straight from You-Know-Where!

What we found under melted snow

Summer…….?
My dignity
Daily Bull archives
Condoms full of shit
Will to live
Condom ice cream
Fraternity Rush chalking
Four Loko
Beef Tips
Ten cents EVERYWHERE
Our tuition dollars
Families who thought Carny was a
The albino squirrel!
family friendly event
The concrete path you haven’t used
All 7 MTU females
in months
Fried twinkies
Rats with fucking dicks THIS BIG
625 gallons of DNA
That one freshman
Earthquakes
The Husky Host we were supposed
HOLY SHIT IS THAT GRASS?!
to send home
EERC Tree
Our school’s diversity
Houghton’s smart car
Siege weaponry
Rock gardens
Pastore’s articles
Wooden statue supports for statues
Hand sanitizer
Cigarette butts
Goddamn spring-only classes
Magic cards
Terry Reynolds tests
My grades from before Carnival
Carl Blair’s sweaters
Herpes
All of Carl Blair
Hookers and blow
Iron
That kid you haven’t seen in class for
Human vs. Zombies headbands
like four weeks
The Edmund Fitzgerald
Han Solo
USG funding
Sarlacc pit
Houghton
Einstein’s brain
A Life
Water puddles
My Alchohol Stash
The creeperrrrrsssssssssss
J-POP CDs
Purple vest guy
Moriya Shrine
MORE SNOW

... Tray-ning from front

their classy image, and that means only
a few different ethnic groups--all classy
colors too. Teals like me are a very small
minority that’s shrinking every year.”

Trayless Tuesday has been discontinued
for some time now after students’ complaints forced Dining Services to re-negotiate the labor contract that gave trays
a day off each week.

He went on to say that even the trays
that got jobs didn’t always get work.
Worst of all, he told us, dining hall employees had not been enforcing health
“Once you get sent to the bottom of department regulations that prevent
the stack, you sit there for days until trays from carrying food directly.
cleaning staff gets backed up at dinnertime or something like that. Even worse, “We’re plate-carriers,” Cornelius said
the same workers often get chosen indignantly. “Carrying someone’s fries
multiple times in a row, and it took this that they just couldn’t fit onto their plate
strike for Dining Services to finally set is not only demeaning, but unhealthy.
up a system to prevent it. There are We’re not food-safe like plates are.
workers who hadn’t been paid much Plates can safely carry food, but every
in months, and we weren’t going to let time we’re forced to carry the stuff, it
that go on.”
leeches essential chemicals out of us
which end up in the metabolisms of
Further issues were with retraction of whoever eats the food. Not only are
benefits after cuts in state funding to we being forced to carry food--we’re
the university.
forced to become it!”
“I mean, first they take Trayless Tuesday
away, then they slack off on everything
they promised to give us in return,” Cornelius snapped indignantly. “It just isn’t
fair.”
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Historically, Dining Services will put up
a flier from time to time reminding students to only put food on tableware
that has been cleared by the health department, but no permanent notice has
been placed as of yet.
Tensions between Dining Services and
the DSPCU are nothing new. Back in
2007, a two-week strike ended in an
agreement to start Trayless Tuesday in
return for the union’s promise to ensure
their members stop taking side jobs carrying students down snowy hills.
“The work was great if you could find it,”
Cornelius said wistfully, “but Dining Services didn’t like it one bit. A bunch of
us would go out over the weekend on
S.L.E.D. contracts and then we wouldn’t
all make it back in time for busy hours
on Mondays.”
He went on to say that though the pay
was much better, the union had decided against moving their headquarters to
Mount Ripley because jobs in the dining

Sunshine’s Searcher:
Moons of the Solar
System

From Jeremy ‘Mr. Sunshine’ Loucks
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hall are more secure and less hazard- soon rule the area. In an isolated test, sponded with “Well, it’s not what you
it has been found that when males said, but how you said it!” and then
ous.
getting the mutated
huffed off.
Hopefully, conditions improve for Cor- Tech Effect are exneliius and his co-workers as apprehen- posed to scantily
Hopefully, there
sive trays return to work this week.
clad women, their
are still a few real
brainwaves go
men out there on
... Manly Advice... from front.
back to normal, and
this campus, somewhere, hiding in
one crime against nature would create then…well…heart
their rooms eyeanother one, such as a man starting to rate increases, and
you get the gist of it
ing up the Sports
think like a woman.”
from there.”
Illustrated Swim“One possible solution, we are hoping,
And whatever you do, DON’T be like suit edition on
an hourly basis in
this guy... all the time... creepy...
it to tap into the male’s hardwired sex When questionhopes to stave
drive. With this warmer weather, the ing some of the
few single females on campus are be- male population, there were varied off this terrible effect. For your own
ginning to wear less and less clothing, responses. Some agreed with this, not good, single males of Michigan Tech,
and soon enough it will be summer. willingly, but they became very upset go watch some more porn, and turn
Mini-skirts, tank-tops and bikinis will when questioning continued and re- off Lifetime, please!

